HOW TO BUY
BITCAR TOKENS
WITH CASH
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REGISTER PAYEER ACCOUNT
Go to PAYEER.com, select your language and sign up for
a new account.
Make sure you provide your email address as you will
need to confirm a code to reset your password.
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ADD FUNDS
Enter your Dashboard, confirm that you saved your
login information in a safe place.
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Click +ADD and select your preferred payment
method e.g. credit card.

ACCOUNT VERIFICATION
Get your documents ready. You’ll need one clear photo holding
your passport/ID and your credit/debit card in your hand.
For security and fraud prevention reasons, right after the
payment completion, PAYEER will require you to upload copies
of your documents.
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CONFIRM INVOICE
Enter your mobile phone number and confirm.
If you do not meet the verification requirements after
the card payment, your funds will be returned back
to your card's bank automatically within 0-30 days.
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PROCEED WITH PAYMENT
You will now be forwarded to the payment page where you
can enter your credit or debit card details and click PAY.
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PAYEER BALANCE
Now you need to submit your prepared documents and
very soon your balance will show on the Dashboard in
your PAYEER wallet.
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PREPARE YOUR ETHEREUM WALLET
To receive and store your BITCAR Tokens you need a digital
wallet that can store ERC20 tokens. Do not provide an exchange
address or your tokens will be permanently lost.
Here are some examples of currently compliant ERC20 Wallets:
»» MyEtherWallet
»» IMToken
»» MIST
»» XETH
To create a wallet, search online ‘How to set up a ERC20 wallet’
ensuring the tutorial is from a reputable source.
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PURCHASE BITCAR TOKENS
Got to mainsale.bitcar.io and follow the steps.
Fill out the form providing your email and your Ethereum
ERC20 Wallet Address to receive your tokens.
Choose PAYEER as your preferred payment method. You
will need your PAYEER login details that you’ve just set
up for this! The system will then walk you through the
payment process.
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CHECK YOUR TOKEN ALLOCATION
You will not receive an order confirmation via email. You
can always view your token balance HERE.
If your balance doesn't show according to your purchase
after 24 hours, please send an email to tge@bitcar.io and
we can follow up. Your BITCAR tokens will be sent to your
Ethereum wallet within 4 weeks after our Token Sale ends.

